Introducing *ISSAlink*—the new immigration software for F and J students

*ISSAlink* is a new software package that will make it easier for students to access and process immigration requests. It allows easy form submission and intuitive tracking of the status of any immigration requests through a new self-service online portal. Forms can also be routed to “second approvers,” such as academic advisors or department chairs, for necessary sign off.

*ISSAlink* will be available beginning on September 14, 2015 for all F and J students.

Here is how to get started:

1. Go to [https://ISSAlink.nd.edu](https://ISSAlink.nd.edu) and select the BLUE login button in the left-hand box.

2. Enter in your University netID and password, and login.
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3. Go to F-1 Student Services, F-1 Practical Training, or J-1 Student Services in the left-hand menu and select the appropriate Immigration Request.